
THE NEW IEVA APPLICATION  
EMBODIES ALL ASPECTS OF ITS PATENTED  

CONCEPT AND INTRODUCES THE MOST  

ADVANCED SKIN AND HAIR DIAGNOSIS  

ON MOBILE PHONE.

Live IEVA Experience!

Download the free update of the IEVA application at

www.ieva.io

Download for free version 4.0 of the IEVA Application  
for even more personalization…

Every day, IEVA is at the service of your beauty and well-being by establishing a connection  

with your environment. 

The new IEVA App has seen a big boost... It embodies all the aspects of IEVA’s patented concept  

and includes outstanding features as well as the most advanced skin and hair diagnosis on mobile. 

This Application can be used either on its own or in combination with Twin.C, the smart piece of 

jewelry by IEVA.

Thanks to this patented technology, IEVA creates a fully custom solution to prevent the effects  

of the environment on skin and hair aging. Through its engineering of sensors integrated into  

the Twin.C smart device, combined with Artificial Intelligence, IEVA manages to generate  

a high-precision environmental diagnosis to create your personalized Beauty Routine.

Thanks to IEVA, take care of yourself and the world around you in a different way. 

HERE ARE THE LATEST INNOVATIONS IN THE IEVA APPLICATION:

IEVA goes even further in the Beauty experience  

Discover a new and unique beauty diagnosis, previously unseen 

in the world of cosmetology. To create a Beauty Routine adapted 

to your needs and your environmental data, this skin and hair 

diagnosis uses artificial intelligence and deep learning technologies 

as well as IEVA proprietary dermatological patches. Every day, 

IEVA offers you fully personalized tips and recommendations 

to build a Beauty Routine perfectly suited to your lifestyle.

Even more personalized environmental recommendations

Receive estimated real-time notifications on your environment 

to foresee and act: pollution, pollen, and UV rays; be constantly 

aware of the quality of your environment.

●Every day, IEVA creates content in partnership with beauty, 

nutrition, and environmental experts

In the IEVA App, you can find articles, videos, interviews  

with doctors, nutritionists, and researchers, for better expertise  

of your beauty and your environment.

“IEVA is a real Lean Start-up. At the beginning of 2019, we introduced 

part of our solution to the market, by launching the first version of 

the IEVA Application and its smart jewel, Twin.C. Throughout these 

months, our teams have improved the solution in real-time, adding 

new features and modifying others, always keeping an eye on the 

market’s reactions and paying close attention to the slightest changes 

in customer behavior,” says Jean Michel Karam, President and Founder 

of the IEVA Group.  

 

“Today, I am proud of the work that has been done. My starting vision 

has become a reality. It is a real revolution in the world of beauty and 

well-being!”

“IEVA is an innovative concept linking the technology  

of integrated sensors (MEMS), IoT devices and artificial 

intelligence (AI), created for an entirely digital experience  

of beauty and environmental understanding.  

Today, we have managed to combine several applications  

into one. It is a kind of an extremely sophisticated and complete 

Swiss Army Knife of beauty, to offer our customers a fully 

personalized service and meet all their needs,”   

Explains David Moulinier, Deputy Managing Director of IEVA Group.

The possibility to sign up for IEVA’s MonMoiBeauté 
subscription, measurable, personalized beauty 

A significant innovation in the world of beauty  

(see IEVA press release of July 20, 2020).

Real-time measurements of your environment  
and your activity

Indoor pollution, UV index, noise, light, temperature & humidity, 

your activity... Discover all the measurements of your environment 

to foresee and act on the environmental stress that surrounds 

you. Access them in one click for a precise interpretation  

of your environment. (This feature is exclusively accessible  

with Twin.C, the smart piece of jewelry by IEVA)
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